Many scientific and engineering applications are formulated as inverse problems associated with stochastic models. In such cases the unknown quantities are distributions. The applicability of traditional methods is limited because of their demanding assumptions or prohibitive computational consumptions; for example, maximum likelihood methods require closed-form density functions, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo needs a large number of simulations. We introduce adversarial numerical analysis, which estimates the unknown distributions by minimizing the discrepancy of statistical properties between observed random process and simulated random process. The discrepancy metric is computed with a discriminative neural network. We demonstrated numerically that the proposed methods can estimate the underlying parameters and learn complicated unknown distributions.
Introduction
Almost all model-based problems in data analytics and scientific computing can be classified into two categories: forward problems and inverse problems. The forward problems assume that models and parameters-such as boundary conditions in partial differential equations-are explicitly given and ask for model outputs. However in the inverse problem, part of the parameters in the models are unknown but we observe (partial) outputs. The unknown parameters are calibrated based on stochastic models and observations. Among inverse problems, those associated with stochastic models are particularly interesting since stochasticity is indispensable for modeling real-world phenomenon. In the following we discuss several examples for inverse modeling with stochasticity • In uncertainty quantification, we have a partial differential equation (PDE) model
where L θ is a differential operator parametrized by an unknown θ, and B is the operator associated with the boundary condition. Due to the stochastic nature of the physical process, θ is not deterministic and subject to an unknown distribution P. Therefore, the resultant solution u is a random variable. Given multiple observations u i for u, how can we reconstruct the unknown distribution P?
• In the stochastic heat equation
where ξ is a centered Gaussian process such that Eξ(s, x)ξ(t, y) = δ(t − s)δ(x − y) (δ is the Dirac delta function). We have observed u(t i , x i ) at multiple times and locations, i = 1, 2, . . ., n and want to estimate the unknown conductivity coefficient θ ∈ R d×d from those observed data.
• In finance, the stochastic differentiation equations can be used for modeling interest rates. For example, the square root process given by
where r t is the interest rate, {W t , t ≥ 0} is a standard Brownian motion and θ = (α, µ, σ) are model parameters. To describe the dynamics of the interest rates, one can calibrate the parameters θ based on discrete observations r t 1 , r t 2 , . . ., r tn at time t = t 1 , t 2 , . . ., t n .
However, despite wide applications of inverse problems associated with stochastic models, they are challenging to solve and remain largely unexplored in the literature (compared to their deterministic model counterparts). When the distributions in the models are non-Gaussian, there are few analytical tools available and therefore we must resort to numerical analysis. Traditionally, numerical methods have been mostly developed for inverse problems associated with deterministic models or Gaussian-based stochastic models. There are only a few approaches for non-Gaussian cases and their applicability is limited (see the following text).
Before we review traditional methods and describe our approach, we first formulate Eqns. (1) to (3) by a unified mathematical model. Assume that w is sampled from a known stochastic process and θ is a random variable with an unknown distribution. The governing equation for the system is
The output, x, will also be a random variable or process. Our task is to estimate the distribution of θ, P, from observations {x i } n i=1 . Even though the random process from which w is sampled is known, w itself is not observable; this is common in many applications. Table 1 discusses the corresponding w, θ and x in previous examples.
We now have a brief review of traditional methods for inverse modeling of Eq. (4) and below is their challenges and limitations. We will discuss two cases separately Table 1 : The known random process w, unknown random variable θ and the corresponding distribution P, and the output x. In the probability column, "Unspecified" means the form of the probability distribution is not specified, and δ θ means the Dirac delta distribution.
1. P = δ θ * (θ) is a Dirac Delta distribution for an unknown θ * .
2. The form of the distribution P of θ is not given; in this case, P can be approximated by a parametrized functional form and hence the problem is reduced to the last case.
When P = δ θ * (θ) is a Dirac Delta distribution for an unknown θ * , the inverse problem for eq. (4) is reduced to the parameter estimation problem. The traditional starting point of estimating θ is the maximum likelihood estimator, which maximizes the log-likelihood function
where {x i } N i=1 are observed samples from the random process x. The maximum likelihood method (MLE) is provably asymptotically efficient, that is, consistent and asymptotically normal with variance equal to the Cramér-Rao lower bound under certain conditions; typical conditions are given in [1] [2] [3] . However, MLE requires computing p(x i |θ). When F is a very complicated model, it is difficult to obtain the analytical form of p(x i |θ) or compute it numerically.
In the general case where the form of the distribution P of θ is not given, we usually approximate P using various functional forms. Three approaches are popular in the literature 1. Approximating P by a known distribution with tunable parameters. For example, Gaussian-mixture distributions are used in variational inference for approximating the unknown distribution P [4] . Consequently, the problem is reduced to estimating the covariances Σ and the means µ of the mixed Gaussian distributions. The surrogate mathematical model can be formulated as
whereθ(Σ, µ) is the Gaussian-mixture distribution and is used to approximate θ. Even though w is known, the log probability p(x|Σ, µ) is usually analytically intractable due to the complicated nature of F , and therefore presents a major challenge for maximum likelihood methods for estimating Σ, µ. 2. Bayes inference method [5] . In this approach, we update our estimation of θ according given each new observation x i to Bayes rule
The Bayes inference method requires us to specify a prior p(θ), which can be difficult in the absence of a physical basis or a plausible scientific model; besides, it also requires calculating p(x i |θ), which can be difficult to compute numerically. 3. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC can create samples from P by constructing a Markov chain. It is a sample-based method and notoriously slow to converge, and sometimes suffers from non-convergence [6] .
Method
Requires Sampling
Requires Log Likelihood

Has Explicit Loss Functions
Parametrizes P Gaussian-Mixture Approximation Bayes Inference MCMC ANA Our approach, adversarial numerical analysis (ANA), is based on minimizing the discrepancy between the actual random process x = F (w, θ) and estimated random process x = F (w,θ). Hereθ is our current estimation for the true parameter θ and is updated as the minimization proceeds. The key is that we can formulate the discrepancy between statistical properties of x andx (called discriminator loss) with a neural network. The idea is borrowed from generative neural nets (GAN), where a neural network D ξ , parametrized by ξ, tries to discriminate actual random variable x and the estimated random variablex. Meanwhile, we updateθ to generate samplesx that are indistinguishable from x. By updating the neural network andθ simultaneously, at equilibrium, we obtain aθ such that the neural network cannot discriminate x andx, even though we keep updating ξ to reinforce the neural network's discrimination ability. This indicates that the distributionx is indistinguishable from x, under the probability metric determined by the neural network.
How can the discriminator neural network measure the discrepancy between two probability distributions? The answer is that the choice of the loss functions L D (x,x; ξ) for updating ξ (assumingθ is fixed), and the loss functions L F (x) = L F (F (w,θ)) for updatingθ (assuming ξ is fixed) together determines the probability metric. For example, by properly choosing L D and L F (see Eq. (18) for such an example), we actually obtain the maximum likelihood estimator for θ (if θ is subject to a Dirac delta distribution) at equilibrium and the corresponding probability distance metric is Kullback-Leibler divergence. Even though we have not formulated it explicitly; more importantly, we do not have to compute log likelihood function analytically. It has been realized that some of the loss functions in GANs result in optimal estimators for specific probabilistic metrics for D. For example,
• Vanilla GANs correspond to the Jensen-Shannon divergence.
• Wasserstein GANs to the Wasserstein distance.
• Kullback-Leibler GANs to the KL divergence.
To approximate the unknown distribution P of θ, we can parametrize the probability distribution with certain function forms. In the case when P is low-dimensional, conventional functional forms such as linear basis functions, radial basis functions, and polynomial basis functions can be used to approximate the density function P. In this case, the problem is reduced to estimating some coefficients.
However, when P is a high-dimensional multi-variate distribution, those methods can be too computationally expensive. It has been found that neural networks are very good candidates to transform simple distributions to very complex ones. In GAN applications, such neural networks are called generative neural networks. We adopt this approach in ANA and use a neural network D ξ : R d → R d to represent d-dimensional unknown distributions P (d and d are not necessarily equal). The generative neural net G η : R d → R d transforms a random variable u whose distribution is easy to sample from, e.g., a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (0, I d ), to another random variable G η (u). We approximate θ with G η (u) by tuning the parameters η. Figure 1 illustrates the model formulation of ANA and Table 2 compares the difference between ANA and traditional approaches. is an approximation to the true random variable θ). D ξ is the discriminator. We parametrize P with a neural network G η and the problem is reduced to estimating η (the dashed block). With estimated η, G η (u) is our approximation to the unknown random variable θ. When P is a Dirac Delta distribution, the dashed block is not needed.
Now we discuss how ANA can be implemented. The idea is adversarial training, where we simultaneously (1) updateθ such that the discriminator D ξ cannot distinguish x andx;
(2) update ξ so such the discriminator is better at distinguishing x andx. At equilibrium, the generated outputsx will be indistinguishable from real random processes x in the sense of small probability discrepancy, determined by L D and L F . To be more concrete, assume that we have multiple observations {x i }, the algorithm works as follows
Compute the discrepancy between predictions {x i } and observations {x i } in terms of probability distribution metrics: d = L D ({x i }, {x i }; ξ), i = 1, 2, . . ., N . 5. If d is smaller than a predetermined threshold, stop and G η (u) is the approximation to θ; otherwise, update η according to the gradient
and repeat Step 1-4.
Note we have abused the notation L D , L F for both random variables/processes and discrete samples. The discrete version can be viewed as the numerical approximation to the random variables/processes counterparts. The explicit expression is given in Section 2.2. For our code implementation, we use automatic differentiation [7] for computing Eq. (8). This is key for implementing these methods quickly even for complex models. The model F can be rather complicated: it can be a one-step simulation in the stochastic process, or a partial differential equation solver, or a sequence of coupled numerical procedures. For this purpose, we developed ADCME 1 , a Julia package, with TensorFlow and PyTorch backends, specially designed for engineering applications with automatic differentiation and parallel computing capabilities. It provides mathematically friendly syntax and supports hybrid programming with C/C++ and Julia. It has the built-in optimizers and loss functions mentioned above. Those favorable features make it suitable for conducting adversarial numerical analysis for inverse modeling.
In the numerical examples, we first show that the method can calibrate an unknown parameter (a Dirac Delta distribution), and at the same time learn an unknown distribution. Then we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is very effective in learning different complicated distributions, with the same neural network architectures for D ξ and G η respectively, for hidden physical parameters within a partial differential equation system. Next, we benchmark different optimizers for ANA. We demonstrate numerically that the popular optimizer in engineering-LBFGS-perform equally well or even better in some cases compared to stochastic gradient descent optimizers. It converges faster and more smoothly than ADAM and RMSProp. We also discuss present numerical evidence for the convergence of the algorithm, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis. Throughout the numerical examples, we do not find significant differences in performance between the different loss functions.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce adversarial numerical analysis, and propose an optimization algorithm for the framework. In Section 3 we analyze the convergence of ANA based on Kullback-Leibler divergence, a special case of ANA for application in parameter calibration of CIR processes. In Section 4, extensive numerical experiments are carried out, which include applications in uncertainty quantification, parameter inference, and option pricing. The numerical experiments also demonstrate our analysis in Section 3. Finally, we conclude with a general discussion of the method in Section 5.
Adversarial Numerical Analysis
Adversarial Numerical Analysis Description
To illustrate the concept of adversarial numerical analysis, we consider a parameter inference problem in stochastic processes. The example is intended to be explanatory and ANA is applicable even when the closed-form density function is not available or the unknowns are probability distributions.
Consider the parameter calibration of the mean in the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross process (CIR process) [8] . The CIR process
is used for interest rate modeling; (κ, θ, σ) are model parameters. {W t , t ≥ 0} is the standard Brownian motion; the interest rate r t moves in the direction of its mean θ at speed κ, r t σ 2 is the diffusion function. Assume we are given a sample path R = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n } with time interval ∆t, and σ, κ are known. The task is to estimate the mean θ. Many methods exist for such a problem, such as maximum likelihood methods [8] and ordinary least square methods [9] . The idea of ANA is to match the distribution of simulated data and that of observed data. For this example, we define the observed data as
The numerical model corresponding to the continuous one Eq. (9) is the Euler Maruyama schemẽ
with stochastic input W i ∼ N (0, 1) and x i is randomly drawn from the sample path. A discriminative neural network D ξ : R 2 → (0, 1) is used to measure the discrepancy between {y i } and {ỹ i }. The goal of the neural network is to output 1 for y i and 0 forỹ i
under this assumption; one choice of the model loss function is (recall thatỹ i depends on θ)
In case θ is an unknown distribution... 
when we drive D ξ (ỹ i ) to 1 by minimizing L F , and therefore making the simulated outputs y i seem more similar to the observed ones.
By parametrizing P with the neural network D ξ , the mathematical model for the stochastic process is converted toỹ
here u ∼ N (0, 1), but it can also be other probability distributions such as uniform distributions, as long as we are able to draw samples. The optimization algorithm follows Algorithm 1. We can apply Algorithm 1 to the new model Eq. (13) .
In our algorithm, we have used multiple optimizers for updating ξ and θ, such as gradient descent and LBFGS.
We remark that technically the method can also be used to estimate unknown parameters and distributions at the same time. Besides, we have not discussed the well-posedness and the conditioning of the problems yet but we will acknowledge its importance through the analysis of a model problem in Section 3.
Choice of Loss Functions for ANA
The discriminator neural network D ξ shares similar features as that in GANs. In this subsection, we propose three sets of loss functions, which all come from different GAN algorithms.
Recall that D ξ is the discrimination neural network, y i andỹ i are observed and simulated data respectively. The major difference between the following GANs is their loss functions.
• Vanilla GAN [10] . The output of D ξ is a number in the range (0, 1), and the loss Algorithm 1 Optimization algorithm for ANA. The outer loop of the algorithm involves updating θ and an inner loop, where the discrimination neural network is updated for k times. For LBFGS, k = 1 is used.
1: for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . do 2:
for j = 1, 2, . . . , k do 3:
Generate n samples {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n } from Q 4:
Update the discrimination neural network parameters ξ by the gradients
end for 7:
Generate n samples {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n } from Q 8:
Compute the gradients of L F using adjoint state methods (or automatic differentia-
Update θ with g 11: end for functions are
At equilibrium, L F = log 2, L D = log 4.
• Wasserstein GAN [11] . The last layer of the discrimination network is usually a linear layer, and the loss functions are
The discrimination neural network D ξ is usually restricted to those whose norm of weights are within [−c, c], c > 0. The norm of the weights in D ξ are usually restricted to [−c, c], c > 0, so that D ξ belongs to the class of Lipschitz functions. In this case, the output of the neural network is not necessarily (0, 1). At equilibrium, L F = 0, L D = 0.
• Kullback-Leibler (KL) GAN [12] . The output of D ξ is a number in the range (0, 1), and the loss functions are
At equilibrium, L F = 0, L D = log 4.
Other variations of loss functions exist. A comprehensive comparison of the loss functions is out of scope but we refer readers to [12] for an excellent discussion.
The choice of optimizers is another concern for training in ANA. We attempt to compare the LBFGS optimizer, which is extensively used in engineering, with other popular optimizers in machine learning. In our experiment, we mainly use three kinds of optimizers • ADAM [13] . Adam is an algorithm for first-order optimization of stochastic objective functions based on adaptive estimates of lower-order moments. We apply 5 updates to θ and 1 update to D ξ in each iteration.
• RMSProp [14] . RMSProp divides the gradient by a running average of its recent magnitude. Usually it divides the learning rate by an exponentially decaying average of squared gradients. We apply 5 updates to θ and 1 update to D ξ in each iteration.
• LBFGS [15] . The limited Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm is a powerful approach for finding a local minimum of a nonconvex objective function. The LBFGS approximates the Hessian based on the most recent gradients. In our examples, LBFGS is used for optimizing L F and one ADAM update is applied to D ξ in each iteration.
Convergence Analysis
KL GAN Produces Maximum Likelihood Estimators
Thanks to the connection of ANA with GANs discussed in Section 1, many convergence analysis results for GANs are also applicable to ANA. There are many variants of GANs. From the perspective of divergence minimization [16] , variants are proposed to minimize Kullback-Leibler distance (KL), the Jensen-Shannon distance, or the Wasserstein distance. For example, the vanilla GAN proposed in [10] is equivalent to minimizing the cross-entropy [17] . One particularly interesting case is minimizing the KL-divergence. It was shown [17] that it is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood function
where l η (x) is the log likelihood function and {x i } n i=1 is the discrete distribution of the observations x. The optimal η is exactly the maximum likelihood estimator. [10] showed that using eq. (18) is equivalent to minimizing eq. (22) in expectation, under the assumption that the discrimination neural network is optimal.
It is known that under some regularity conditions on the family of distributions, the maximum likelihood estimatorη n is consistent, i.e., if η * is the true parameter, we havê η n → η * , n → ∞ [18] . In addition, we have the asymptotic normality for maximum likelihood estimator [19] √ n(η n − η * ) → N 0, 1
where I(η) is the Fisher information
Remark 1. The discussion above holds true if θ is subject to a Dirac delta distribution. In this case, the minimization problem becomes
and let the maximum likelihood estimator for n samples beθ n , and the exact parameter is θ * , then we have √ n(θ n − θ * ) → N 0, 1
Theoretical Analysis for the CIR Example with KL Divergence
In this section, we analyze the convergence of ANA for estimating θ and κ in Eq. (9). The analysis for other parameters is similar. The analysis also gives us some insights into when the mathematical problem is proposed and thus guides the design of algorithms.
In the last section Section 3.1 we showed that if we use KL GAN, under the assumption that the discrimination neural network is optimal, κ, θ will converge to the maximum likelihood estimator in expectation. We assume that all those assumptions are satisfied, and therefore we can focus on analyzing the convergence of the maximum likelihood estimators for θ and κ. Note the choice of KL GAN is merely for analysis purposes and reconstructing the maximum likelihood estimator from ANA is not the final goal. But since the maximum likelihood estimator is well studied the analysis based on this particular choice helps us understand the theoretical aspect of ANA better.
Convergence for the τ estimator
We revisit the CIR example in Section 2.1. Recall in the CIR example, y = F (w, θ), samples of the known stochastic process w have the form W i ∼ N (0, 1) and the output (x i , y i ) are two consecutive sample with time interval ∆t. x i and y i are related by
The probability density function of y i given the observation x i is given by
Assuming that x has the probability density function f (x), then the log likelihood function for the joint distribution (x, y) is
Therefore, assume we have observations (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, . . ., n, which are consecutive samples with time interval ∆t, the empirical log likelihood function is
According to the discussion, if we use KL divergence as the discrepancy measure of the real sample-path and generated ones,τ at the Nash equilibrium will converge toτ n under mild assumptions. Let τ * be the exact solution, we prove that as ∆t → 0, n → ∞,τ n → τ * . We always assume convergence in the distribution for probability convergence. Theorem 1. Assume that E 1 x = X −1 ∈ (0, ∞), for sufficiently small |∆t|, we havê
in addition, the corresponding Fisher information
and consequently √ n(τ n − τ * ) → N 0,
Proof. Since E 1 x < ∞, by law of large numbers we have
We first verify that E y x < ∞ so that the law of large numbers hold. For CIR processes, we have [20] E
Plug eqns. (32) and (35) into eq. (28) we obtained using the continuous mapping theorem [21] 
The constraint E 1 x = X −1 < ∞ is satisfied asymptotically. Assume 2κτ > σ 2 , and n is large enough so x i is subject to the asymptotic distribution of the CIR process, which is a gamma distribution with density function
thus we have
If x is sampled from the asymptotic distribution (when n is very large), the Fisher information is
The condition eq. (29) and eq. (39) indicates that forτ n → τ * as ∆t → 0, n → ∞, the following condition is sufficient
for example, we let ∆t = 1 √ n , i.e., n = 1 ∆t 2 , then the condition eq. (40) is satisfied.
Convergence for the κ estimator
We assume that τ and σ are known and we want to estimate κ, whose true value is κ * .
and consequently
Proof. The log-likelihood function for estimating κ is
and therefore the empirical log likelihood function is
log σ 2πx i ∆t (45) the maximum likelihood estimator can be computed n i=1 l κ (x i , y i ) = 0 ⇒κ n = 1 ∆t
By the law of large numbers we have
in addition, we have
Plug eqns. (47) and (48) into eq. (46) and note e −κ * ∆t → 1 − κ * ∆t, ∆t → 0, we havê
we have
In the case where n is very large, 1 n n i=1 1
x i and 1 n n i=1 x i are approximately subject to the asymptotic distribution. Therefore, we have from eq. (37)
Consequently
which indicates that the estimator has infinite variance. However, as long as we resample from the observations such that the new training data satisfies τ 2 X −1 − 2τ + X 0 = 0, we will obtain convergence result for κ estimator. One such technique is given in Section 4.3.
Remark 3. Given a parameter τ , let the family of distribution P τ and P τ * be the true data distribution. The relationship between KL divergence and Fisher information can be described as follows for sufficiently small |τ − τ * | under mild assumptions
thus if I(τ * ) ≈ 0, we can see that D KL (P τ * ||P τ ) will have vanishing gradients and Hessians at τ = τ * . This may lead to difficulty during optimization.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we present four numerical examples. The mathematical models for those problems can all be formulated in the form of x = F (w, θ) and therefore ANA is applicable for those cases. The extensive numerical results also demonstrate the generality of the method.
Estimation and Uncertainty Quantification of Hidden Parameters in PDEs
In this example, the unknown parameter θ consists of an unknown distribution and an unknown parameter. The unknown distribution is parametrized by a neural network. We simultaneously estimate both the distribution and the parameter.
Consider a Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary condition
−∇ · (a(x)∇u(x)) = 1 x ∈ (0, 1)
Assume that µ and σ are both unknown, and there is model form uncertainty in µ, i.e., µ ∼ P for some unknown probability distribution P. Our goal is that given many observations u i , i = 1, 2, . . ., N , where u i ∈ R n are observations u(h), and each u i consists of n = 100 nodal values of u(x), i.e., u(2h), . . ., u(nh), h = 1 n+1 , we want to determine σ and P. Traditionally, this is usually done under the Bayesian framework where a priori information is imposed on P and the transformation of probability in the forward model is calculated or approximated. However, this approach may be infeasible for complicated problems where the probabilistic relationship between data and parameter is analytically intractable, i.e., expressing p(u(h), u(2h), . . . , u(nh)| µ, σ) in a closed-form. We present an example where ANA can be used for solving such problems.
To parametrize P, we consider a neural network N : R d → R, d = 10; the inputs of neural network are samples from the uniform distribution U([−1, 1] d ) while the output is a generated sample of µ. To discretize eq. (56), we consider the central difference scheme
where a j± 1 2 = a(h(j ± 1 2 )) which depends on µ and σ. The equation eq. (58) leads to a tridiagonal system and can be solved using the Thomas algorithm [22] . The computation pipeline is shown in fig. 3 . The loss functions for F θ and the discrimination neural network are chosen to be Wasserstein GAN losses. We use RMSProp with learning rate 10 −4 and batch size 32. The true σ * = 0.1 and the true distribution for µ is µ * ∼ N (0.3, 0.1)
(59) Figure 4 shows the results of ANA. In the first plot, we show the model loss and discriminator loss. We see that the discriminator loss converges to 0, implying that the discriminator has been successfully fooled. The model loss oscillates around 0. In the second plot, we see that the estimated σ converges to σ * after around 1000 iterations. The values then oscillate around 0.1 due to the intrinsically adversarial optimization. The last plot shows the true distribution of µ * and generated distribution for µ after iteration 38,000. We see that the generated distribution matches the true distribution reasonably well.
Uncertainty Quantification with Multimodal Distribution
We consider a variant of Section 4.1. This example demonstrates that ANA can be used to learn a rather complicated distribution such as multimodal ones.
Different from the last section, we assume that σ is known. Besides, µ is subject to a nontrivial distribution, e.g., Gaussian mixture distribution, p = 0.4 N (0.3, 0.1) + 0.6 N (0.8, 0.05) The generated samples are shown in the first plot in fig. 5 . ANA is carried out with the same setting as in section 4.1. We show the loss functions and the generated distribution in fig. 5 . We can see that the loss functions for F θ and the discrimination converge to 0. The generated distribution also captures the multimodal of the distribution correctly.
Other distributions for µ are also tested with the same neural network architecture and optimizer. The results in Figure 6 demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and generic in estimating the unknown distributions in the PDE system. The test distributions include 1. the Exponential distribution with a rate 1; 2. the F distribution with degrees of freedom (5, 2); 3. the Arcsine distribution in [0, 1]; 4. the Beta distribution with shape parameters (1, 3) ; 5. the Cauchy distribution with the location parameter x 0 = 0 and the scale parameter b = 0.5; 6. the raised Cosine distribution with parameters µ = 0.5, s = 0.5.
We also consider 2D distributions. In this case, we assume that µ, σ are both random variables and they are subject to a 2D unknown distribution (σ and µ not necessarily independent). We increase the number of the output layer neurons from 1 to 2 for generating σ in the previous case and perform adversarial numerical analysis. For generating synthetic data, we draw (µ, σ) from the following random distributions 1. a 2D Gaussian distribution with mean (0, 3, 1.0) and a covariance matrix 0.1 −0.05 −0.05 0.1 ; Figure 4 : ANA results for eq. (58). In the first plot, we show the model loss and discriminator loss. In the second plot, we see that the estimated σ converges to σ * after around 1000 iterations. The last plot shows the true distribution of µ * and generated distribution for µ after iteration 38,000. since in the model σ appears as σ 2 in the coefficient function a(x), we consider estimating the distribution of (µ, |σ|) instead of (µ, σ). Figures 7 to 9 show the results at multiple checkpoints. It is remarkable that with the same neural network architecture and optimization scheme, ANA is able to learn a quite similar pattern as the true distribution.
Parameter Calibration for CIR Processes from Sample Paths
In this section, we consider the CIR process example considered in Sections 2.1 and 3.2 and numerically demonstrate the analysis in Section 3. We also compare different optimizers and found that LBFGS converges most smoothly and fastest.
For better accuracy, we use the weighted Milstein scheme [23] for the simulation eq. (9)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the weight, x is the sample at last time step. In the numerical example, we let α = 0.5, ∆t = 0.01, σ = 0.08, κ = 0.5 and the exact τ * = 0.06. The length of the sample path is 4000. Figure 10 shows a realization of the sample path. The KL GAN loss functions and three optimizers (ADAM, RMSProp and LBFGS) with full batch size are used. Figure 11 shows the result of ANA. The first two plots show the generator and discrimination losses, and as we can see, they converge to 0 and log 4 respectively. The third plot shows the convergence profile for τ . It is interesting to see the performance of the different optimizers. With a strong optimizer for the generator (LBFGS), the convergence profile is much smoother than the others. RMSProp tends to produce kinks and oscillates around the true value τ * = 0.06 like ADAM.
Next, we discuss the convergence of κ. As indicated in Theorem 2, the convergence of κ can be very slow if X 0 = τ and X −1 = 1 τ , which unfortunately are true if (R k , R k+1 ) are sampled from a long enough sample path. This is demonstrated in fig. 12 . We approximate the KL divergence with discrete KL divergence
where τ , κ are the parameters and τ * , κ * are their true values. P τ,i is the discrete density function. In the first plot, we let τ = 0.06, σ = 0.08 and vary κ. The true value is κ * = 0.5.
In the second plot, we fix κ = 0.5, σ = 0.08 and vary τ , whose true value is τ * = 0.06. We carry out the simulation eq. (61) from initial location R 0 = 0.05, ∆t = 0.001 and path length 100,000. The result shows that near the true value, the L κ curve is very flat, indicating small second order derivatives. Compared to L τ , L κ is much more oscillatory. Figure 7 : ANA for estimating the distribution of (µ, |σ|) where (µ, σ) is subject to a 2D Gaussian distribution.
Exact
A possible fix to the problem is by distorting the distribution R k . In fig. 13 -left, we artificially sample R k from U(0.001, 0.03). We use ∆t = 0.001, RMSProp with learning rate 10 −3 for both κ and D ξ . In each step, D ξ is updated five times while F θ is updated only once. We can see that the estimated κ oscillates around κ * = 0.5 but the variance is still large. In fig. 13 -right, we further consider reducing the variance by increasing n, i.e., the number of samples. Equivalently, we sample (R k , R k+1 ) with time interval ∆t = 0.1.
Volatility Inference from Option Prices: Direct Estimation from Monte Carlo Simulation
The final example is an application of ANA to estimation volatility from European call option prices. In this case, σ is the unknown volatility parameter.
A European call option is a contract giving the holder the right to buy the underlying asset for a fixed strike price K at expiry time T . Let S t be the price of the underlying such as the stock price at time t, then the payoff of a European call is a random variable [24] 
The stock price can bemodeled as a stochastic process such as geometric Brownian motion where W t is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean, σ is the volatility, µ is the expected return, and s is the spot price of the stock. The task is to estimate σ from many observations of option prices P i , i = 1, 2, . . ., 100. We consider the Monte Carlo simulation for the forward problem,
where W sampled from a standard normal distribution. Figure 15 shows samples for s = 100, K = 100, r = 0.05, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
For ANA, we use the loss functions from the vanilla GAN. RMSProp with learning rate 10 −4 and full batch size is used. The computation pipeline is shown in fig. 14. The result is shown in fig. 16 . The left plot shows the convergence of the model loss and discrimination loss. We can see that the values converge to theoretical optimal values. The right plot shows the convergence of the estimated volatility.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated the viability of adversarial numerical analysis for solving inverse modeling problems of the type x = F (w, θ) (66) Exact Figure 9 : ANA for estimating the distribution of (µ, |σ|) where (µ, σ) is subject to a Dirichlet distribution with parameters α = (1.0, 2.0, 3.0).
where w is a known stochastic process, θ is an unknown random variable and the output x is also a random variable or process. The key ingredients for applying ANA is:
• Approximating the unknown distribution of θ by a neural network,θ = G η (θ).
• Using a discriminator neural network D ξ to measure the discrepancy between the actual random process x and estimated random processx = F (w,θ).
• Choosing a proper loss function for L D and L F .
• Adversarially trainingθ and ξ. The gradients ∂L D ∂ξ and ∂L F ∂η can be computed with automatic differentiation.
We also present a computing framework, ADCME, for implementing ANA. We demonstrate numerically that the approach is able to learn underlying parameters and recover complex unknown distributions. Different optimizers were benchmarked and the results showed the promising behavior of full-batch optimizers such a LBFGS for engineering applications.
However, the approach also has some limitations. For example, the training of GANs can be quite expensive. To obtain the results in fig. 5 , we have run 100,000 iterations, which takes up several CPU hours. Finding more efficient training algorithms, designing specialized loss functions and implementing easy-to-use high-performance toolsets is a promising line of research in the future. We see that for κ the profile is much more oscillating and the landscape at κ * = 0.5 is nearly flat. W i ∼ N (0, 1) Figure 14 : ANA computation pipeline for the option price example. 
Appendix A. Probability Metrics for ANA
Here we discuss a few probability metrics that are related to ANA; we refer the readers to [25] for more details on this topic. Note that these metrics are not mutual exclusive.
Information-theoretical Metrics [26] provide metrics for probabilities from an informationtheory point of view. The idea is to find the shortest description of the data. Assume that the base of the logarithm is 2. The entropy H(P ) = X P (x) log P (dx) describes the optimal average asymptotical code length for a single distribution P according to asymptotic equipartition property [27] . For two distributions P and Q for the same measurable space X , assume that P is the true distribution and Q is the proposed distribution for approximating P , the relative entropy, also called Kullback-Leibler divergence, D(P ||Q) = X P (x) log P (dx) Q(dx) satisfies [28] H(P ) + D(P ||Q) ≤ EL < H(P ) + D(P ||Q) + 1 (A.1)
where EL the expected code length for encoding P . According to eq. (A.1), if we encode P optimally, D(P ||Q) can be interpreted as the extra symbols we need to encode the Q. Consequently, minimizing D(P ||Q) reduces the redundancy in coding. The maximum likelihood method minimizes D(P ||Q) directly. There are many other variants for the divergence metrics. For example, the vanilla GAN proposed in [10] is equivalent to minimizing the Jensen-Shannon divergence [29] d(P, Q) = 1 2 D(P ||M )
The least square GAN [30] is proved to minimize the χ 2 divergence for certain parameters. There is also a class of GANs that minimizes f -divergence [12] , which is also known as Ali-Silvey distances where f : R + → R, f (1) = 0 is a convex, lower semi-continuous function.
Integral probability metrics (IPM) [31] is a class of distance measures on probabilities that measures the largest discrepancy in expectation over a class of witness functions, which is defined as When F = C 0 (X ), i.e., the set of all continuous, bounded functions on X [33], we have d(P, Q) = 0 if and only if P = Q and thus it can be used as a metric for proximity of P and Q. Such functions can be approximated with functions in a universal reproducing kernel Hilbert space [34] . The latter metric is used to design MMD GAN [35] .
Optimal transport (OT) [36] can also be used to derive probability metrics. It basically considers the cost of transforming one probability distribution to another. Let X and Y be two measurable space. P , Q are two probability distributions on X and Y respectively. The Kantorovich problem in optimal transport is min π c(x, y)dπ(x, y) (A.7)
s.t. P X # π = P P Y# π = Q (A.8)
where P X # π and P Y# π denotes the marginals of π with respect to the first and second component. If X = Y, and let d(x, y) be a distance on the space X . If c(x, y) = d(x, y) p , p ≥ 1 in eq. (A.7), the p-Wasserstein distance on X is defined as where L(P, Q) is the set of all measures with marginals P and Q, and ρ ≥ 0 is the cost function. For example, if X = R n , we can pick d(x, y) = |x − y|. Different from many divergences, the Wasserstein distance is a true distance, i.e., d(x, y) = d(y, x) and satisfies the triangle inequality. When p = 1, the 1-Wasserstein distance has a supremum form due to Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality
where f L ≤ 1 indicates f is 1-Lipschitz. The 1-Wasserstein distance is adopted in Wasserstein GAN [11] . Good performance in one metric does not necessarily mean the same in another metric. One would pick an appropriate metric for her specific applications. Also the choice of metrics has significant impact on the optimization algorithm. As an illustration, table A.4 shows the probability metric for two delta distribution and two Gaussian distributions. If we are comparing discrete distributions and we are using KL-divergence, JS-divergence or the total variation metric, we may get a constant or infinity number, and consequently the gradients will be meaningless.
Metrics P = δ θ 1 , Q = δ θ 2 KL-divergence +∞ JS-divergence log 2 Wasserstein-2 distance |θ 1 − θ 2 | Total variation distance 1 IPM F = {x, x 2 } max{|θ 1 , θ 2 |, |θ 2 1 − θ 2 2 |} Table A .4: Different probability metrics for two delta distribution. Here θ 1 = θ 2
